Employee Engagement
with Evabot
Make the entire employee experience – from
candidate to retirement – a memorable, exciting
one that ensures you always onboard and retain
the best talent.
Evabot is an AI-driven relationship assistant that enables organizations
to put their employee gifting on autopilot, helping bring remote teams
closer together, minimize attrition, attract the best candidates,
and make everyone happier and more productive.

Thoughtfulness Matters
Your employee gifting experience makes your company extraordinary, and you can keep the
best people by showing your workers you care at every opportunity:

Hiring

Onboarding New Hires

Attract the best talent for your organization
and make them excited to join your team.

Connect and engage with your new
employees, letting them know they’ve
made the best choice.

Performance Engagement

Life Events & Holidays

Celebrate your hard-working team members’
sales performance, milestone achievements,
and more.

Let them know they’re important by
commemorating birthdays, promotions,
holidays, births, adoptions, etc.
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Use Cases

Why Use Evabot?

Employee gifting shouldn’t be a “cost of doing
business,” but a chance to increase engagement
and productivity.

Reviews & Surveys
Entice your team members to leave
reviews of your company on employee
review sites like Glassdoor.

Employee Rewards
Say thanks to employees of the month
or top performers and send off retirees
with a bang.

Bring Remote Teams Closer
Even though you have a distributed
organization working remotely or traveling
frequently, your workers don’t need to be
distant. Make them feel closer through
engagement that measures happiness
at every turn.

Minimize Attrition
By getting to know your employees in a
tangible and measurable way to connect,
share, and celebrate with them, you’ll build
stronger, long-lasting relationships and show
your talented workers that they’re in the right
place with the right people.

Promote Positive Company Reviews
Relationship Building
Show your workers that their
contributions matter to develop stronger,
longer-lasting relationships.

Events & Prizes
Increase engagement with employees
by holding events and contests where
branded gifts are the prize.

”

Impress your workers with personal touches
that increase your eNPS and compel them to
leave a positive review for your company on
multiple channels – like Glassdoor – that shows
future candidates how well you treat your
teams.

Attract More Referral Candidates
After your employees receive their fun,
memorable gifting experience, their social
media posts and word-of-mouth recounting
spread the word about how your organization
treats their team members like family.

I love the unique experience Eva
provides our new hires. The chatbot is
very modern with a fully packaged
product and they take care of
everything end-to-end.”

Get the Data You Really Need
Our AI relationship assistant measures your
employees’ happiness and collects valuable
feedback from them at every turn, so that you
receive full insight into what’s working and
won’t waste time or money on future gifts
that nobody wants.

Dion Houng-Lee,
Managing Director, SVB Financial Group
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